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Abstract
Databases have employed a schema-based approach to

store and retrieve structured data for decades. For peer-
to-peer (P2P) networks, similar approaches are just be-
ginning to emerge. While quite a few database tech-
niques can be re-used in this new context, a P2P data man-
agement infrastructure poses additional challenges which
have to be solved before schema-based P2P networks be-
come as common as schema-based databases. We will
describe some of these challenges and discuss approaches
to solve them. Our discussion will be based on the de-
sign decisions we have employed in our Edutella infras-
tructure, a schema-based P2P network based on RDF and
RDF schemas, and will also point out additional work ad-
dressing the issues discussed.

1 Introduction
P2P applications have been quite successful for ex-

changing music files, where networks use simple at-
tributes to describe these resources. A lot of effort has
been put into refining topologies and query routing func-
tionalities of these networks, and simple systems like
Napster and Gnutella have inspired more efficient infras-
tructures e.g. based on distributed hash tables (e.g. CAN
and CHORD [27, 32]). Less effort has been put into ex-
tending the representation and query functionalities of-
fered by such networks, projects exploring more expres-
sive P2P infrastructures [23, 3, 2, 17] have only slowly
started the move toward schema-based P2P networks.

At the same time, database systems have evolved to-
ward a higher degree of distribution. While it has been
a long way from central databases to truly distributed
databases, we currently see first explorations toward true
peer-to-peer data management infrastructures which will
have all characteristics of P2P systems, i.e. local control
of data, dynamic addition and removal of peers, only lo-
cal knowledge of available data and schemas and self-
organization and -optimization.

In this view, schema-based P2P systems are the point
where these two directions of research meet (see also
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[16]), as shown in figure 1.1
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Figure 1: Schema Capabilities and Distribution

A third interesting dimension relevant for schema-
based P2P networks is homogeneity, addressing the need
for heterogeneous schemas and for providing mappings
between them.

In the Edutella project [12, 23, 24] we have been ex-
ploring some of these issues, with the goal of designing
and implementing a schema-based P2P infrastructure for
the Semantic Web. Edutella relies on the W3C metadata
standards RDF and RDF Schema [20, 6] to describe dis-
tributed resources, and uses basic P2P primitives provided
as part of the JXTA framework [15]. We will describe
some important building blocks for the Edutella system
and use this discussion as well as references to other re-
lated work to illustrate some important design decisions
relevant for moving toward schema-based P2P networks.

2 Building Blocks and Challenges
To provide a schema-based peer-to-peer infrastructure,

we need at least the following building blocks:
� a schema language to define and use the various

schemas which specify the kind of data available in
the P2P network

� a query language to retrieve the data stored in the
P2P network

� a network topology combined with an appropriate
query routing algorithm to allow efficient queries

1This figure is not meant to be complete, we have just depicted a few
systems for illustration purposes.



� facilities to integrate heterogeneous information
stored in the P2P network

In the following sections we describe these building
blocks, the design decisions we have explored in the con-
text of the Edutella system as well as other related work,
and some future research challenges for Edutella in par-
ticular and schema-based P2P networks in general.

2.1 Schema Languages
In the Semantic Web, an important aspect for its over-

all design is the exchange of data among computer sys-
tems without the need of explicit consumer-producer re-
lationships. RDF and RDFS [20, 6] are used to annotate
resources on the Web and provide the means by which
computer systems can exchange and comprehend data.
All resources are identifiable by unique resource identi-
fiers (URIs plus anchor ids). Annotations about resources
are based on various schemas that are defined in RDFS
(and extensions thereof) and are stored in RDF reposito-
ries, possibly using more than one schema in a repository.

Another important characteristic of RDF metadata is
the ability to use distributed annotations for one and the
same resource. In contrast to traditional (non-distributed)
database systems, it is not necessary to store all annota-
tions of a resource on one server. One server might store
metadata which include properties such as name for spe-
cific resources using a schema based on the Dublin Core
metadata standard. Other servers could hold metadata that
provide properties for the same resources, possibly using
other metadata standards / schemas. This ability for dis-
tributed allocation of metadata makes RDF very suitable
for the construction of distributed repositories.

Using RDFS, we can represent schemas based on
classes, properties and property constraints, to define the
vocabulary used for describing our resources. RDF triples���������
	��������������	����������������	
 represent specific annota-
tions, where ���!�"�#	��$ identifies the resource we want to
describe (using a URI), ��������	����� specifies what property
we use, and ��������	 the specific value, expressed as a prim-
itive datatype or another URI.

RDF schemas are flexible and extensible and can be
evolved over time, e.g. by extending them with addi-
tional properties. We can use any properties defined in
the schemas we use, possibly mix different schemas, and
relate different resources to each other, when we want to
express interdependencies between these resources, hier-
archical relationships, or others.

2.2 Query Languages
Obviously, RDF- and other schema-based P2P net-

works need query capabilities going beyond the simple
key and keyword-based queries. In the context of the
Semantic Web more expressive query formalisms have

been investigated, which usually build on rule-like lan-
guages [4, 23, 31]. This is necessary because, although
RDF data are basically graphs, query languages based on
simple graph matching and subgraph extraction are not
sufficient: they cannot reason about the semantics under-
lying such data, given in the form of schema languages
like RDFS or OWL [34]. Even if we have a query lan-
guage that takes RDFS into account, this built-in support
for exactly one fixed schema language is not sufficient, as
it does not allow us to query and combine RDF data ex-
pressed in multiple schema languages which is necessary
in the case of distributed scenarios where providers can
neither be forced to use the same schema nor the same
schema language.

It is therefore required that a query language supports
the definition of the semantics of several schema lan-
guages. This can appropriately be done with rule lan-
guages based on Datalog (or Horn logic in general), e.g.,
with RDF-QEL in Edutella [23]. A syntactic extension
of Horn logic, TRIPLE [31], takes the specifics of RDF
(like namespaces, resources, and statements) into account
and also allows the definition of parameterized views. In
Edutella, RDF-QEL provides us with an expressive query
exchange language which serves as a common query in-
terchange format, into which local query languages can
be translated (quite a common approach in distributed
databases). Edutella peers are connected to the network
using a wrapper-based architecture, where the wrapper
is responsible for translating local query languages into
the Edutella common query model. The specific TRIPLE
constructs and especially the parameterized views are ex-
tremely useful for providing transformation and media-
tion functionalities, as we will discuss in section 2.4.

2.3 Network Topologies

The second design aspect we have to explore is how to
organize peers such that efficient search is possible. We
will start from super-peer networks as a particularly ap-
propriate topology for our schema-based P2P topologies,
and discuss topology and routing indices in the Edutella
network. We also sketch some first explorations into clus-
tering approaches useful in such environments.

Super-Peer Networks. Not all peers are created equal.
As discussed in [35], exploiting the different capabilities
in a P2P network can lead to an efficient network archi-
tecture, where a small subset of peers, called super-peers,
takes over specific responsibilities for peer aggregation,
query routing and possibly mediation. The KaZaA net-
work [18] uses a simple version of a super-peer based ar-
chitecture, more elaborate versions are described in [10]
and [25]. Super-peer-based P2P infrastructures usually
exploit a two-phase routing architecture, which routes
queries first in the super-peer backbone, and then dis-



tributes them to the peers connected to the super-peers.
The last step can sometimes be avoided if the super-peers
cache data from their connected peers. Super-peer routing
is usually based on different kinds of indexing and routing
tables, as discussed in [10] and [25].

The Edutella Super-Peer Topology. The Edutella
super-peers [25] employ routing indices, which explic-
itly acknowledge the semantic heterogeneity of schema-
based P2P networks, and therefore include schema infor-
mation as well as other possible index information. This
super-peer backbone is responsible for message routing
and integration / mediation of metadata. Super-peers in
the Edutella network are arranged in the HyperCuP topol-
ogy [30]. The HyperCuP algorithm is capable of organiz-
ing peers in a P2P network into a recursive graph structure
from the family of Cayley graphs, out of which the hyper-
cube is the most well-known topology. The hypercube
topology allows for ��������� path length and �������	� num-
ber of neighbors, where � is the total number of nodes in
the network (i.e. the number of super-peers in our case).

Figure 2: HyperCuP Super-peer Topology

HyperCuP enables efficient query broadcasts and guar-
antees non-redundant broadcast. The broadcast algorithm
works as follows: Each connection is labeled with its di-
mension in the hypercube. A node invoking a broadcast
sends the broadcast message to all its neighbors, tagging it
with the edge label on which the message was sent. Nodes
receiving the message restrict the forwarding of the mes-
sage to those links tagged with higher edge labels. This
algorithm guarantees that exactly N-1 messages are re-
quired to reach all nodes in a topology. Furthermore, the
last nodes are reached after ����� � � forwarding steps.

A new super-peer is able to join the network by asking
any other already integrated super-peer which then carries
out the peer integration protocol. 
��������������� messages
are sent in order to integrate the new super-peer and main-
tain a hypercube-like topology (see [30] for a detailed de-
scription), irrespective of the number of super-peers cur-
rently active in the network.

Peers connect to the super-peers in a star-like fashion,
providing content and content metadata, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.2 Alternatives to this topology are possible, as long
as they guarantee the spanning tree property for the super-
peer backbone, which we exploit for maintaining our rout-
ing indices and distributed query plans [7]. Other topolo-
gies are possible for other kinds of indices [10]. In con-
trast to other super-peer networks, Edutella uses desig-
nated super-peers, normal peers do not usually include the
routing and indexing code used in super-peers (though in
principle they could).

Super-Peer/Peer Routing Indices. Edutella super-peers
characterize their associated peers using super-peer/peer
routing indices. These SP/P indices are updated when a
peer connects to a super-peer, and contain all necessary
information about connected peers. Entries are valid only
for a certain time, and are deleted when the peer does
not renew / update it regularly (e.g. because it leaves the
network). Peers notify the super-peer when their content
changes in ways that trigger an update of the index. In
contrast to other approaches (Gnutella [13], CAN [27]),
our indices do not refer to individual content elements but
to peers (as in CHORD [32]). Indices contain information
about peers at different granularities: schema identifiers,
schema properties, property value ranges, and individual
property values. Future work will focus on identifying op-
timal granularity levels for different application scenarios.

Super-Peer/Super-Peer Routing Indices. As with peers,
we want to avoid broadcasting queries to all super-peers.
To achieve this goal we introduce super-peer/super-peer
routing indices to route among the super-peers. These
SP/SP indices are essentially extracts and summaries from
the local SP/P indices. They contain the same kind of in-
formation as SP/P indices, but refer to the (direct) neigh-
bors of a super-peer. Queries are forwarded to super-peer
neighbors based on the SP/SP indices (restricting the basic
HyperCuP broadcast), and sent to connected peers based
on the SP/P indices.

Update of Edutella SP/SP indices is based on the
registration (or update) messages from connected peers.
Whenever an SP/P index changes, this change is prop-
agated to (potentially) all super-peers using a (reversed)
HyperCuP broadcast. Whenever an SP/SP index stays the
same after the update, propagation stops.

Because one important aspect of P2P networks is their
dynamicity, the SP/SP indices are not, in contrast to dis-
tributed architectures in the database area (e.g. [5]), repli-
cated versions of a central index, but rather parts of a dis-
tributed index similar to routing indices in TCP/IP net-
works.

Clustering. Query routing in P2P networks benefits
from suitable clustering algorithms, where the peers are

2This figure shows a very simple example of a hypercube: a cube.



arranged in the P2P network based on their peer character-
istics. This is especially true if we employ indices, which
are useless if the peers connect randomly to a super-peer.
In the context of the Edutella project we are exploring sev-
eral approaches focusing on different design criteria. We
will give a short overview over these approaches, together
with pointers to related work. All these approaches still
need further exploration and evaluation.

Ontology-based Clustering. In [30], we have explored
an approach where peers with identical or similar “inter-
ests” with respect to an ontology are grouped in concept
clusters which are in turn assigned to a specific logical
combination of ontology concepts that describes the peers
belonging to the cluster. These concept clusters are or-
ganized into a hypercube topology to enable routing to
specific concept clusters in the topology. Concept clusters
themselves are hypercubes or other Cayley graphs, too.
Querying the network works in two routing steps: First,
the query is propagated to those concept clusters that con-
tain peers which the query is aiming at. Second, a broad-
cast is carried out within each of these concept clusters.

Another ontology-based clustering approach has been
developed by [33]. In this approach, a Zipf distribution is
assumed for the resource popularity. Based on this distri-
bution and a grouping criterion (e.g., belonging to a cate-
gory in an ontology), clusters of peers are formed.

Rule-based Clustering. In [21], we have explored an ap-
proach called rule-based clustering. The main idea is to
group and register peers in subject specific clusters (SSC)
via cluster specific rules. Each super-peer represents such
a cluster. A typical cluster may group peers with equal
properties, e.g. more static properties like specific query
and result schemas, specific domain/IP address ranges, or
more dynamic properties, like a minimum number of re-
sources at a peer, average answer time or average number
of results.3 Every cluster provides its own rules, express-
ing which peers are allowed to join the cluster and which
peers are denied to enter the cluster. Typically the super-
peer’s administrator will define such a policy.4

Query-based Clustering. Another, more dynamic way is
to take the characteristics of queries into account when de-
ciding on the clustering parameters. As query character-
istics in a large and possibly heterogeneous P2P network
cannot be defined in advance, we can use frequency count-
ing algorithms on streams to identify the most commonly
used items— schemas, properties, or value entries from
a taxonomy—in the sent queries. Each peer, super-peer
and query is characterized by a set of items, which can
be used to cluster similar peers. This means that we have

3Further properties for peers and information sources are, for exam-
ple, discussed in [14]

4Some existing single schema P2P networks for file sharing purposes
like Direct Connect [26] and E-Donkey already use simple administrator
based rules for clustering peers successfully.

to add a frequency property in our SP/SP routing indices,
include the most frequently used items in the indices, and
use these statistics to cluster peers to super-peers accord-
ingly. Queries not covered by these (possibly incomplete)
SP/SP indices can be broadcast in the super-peer Hyper-
CuP network, and then forwarded to the appropriate peers
based on the SP/P indices. The algorithms for estimating
the frequencies of specific items discussed in [22], such
as sticky sampling and lossy counting, can both be used
in this context, as they scan the input stream only once,
and do not need much temporary storage to hold the fre-
quency counts.

2.4 Information Integration

Finally, we have to integrate data from different peers,
and we have to integrate data described by different
schemata. While this has been an active research topic
for heterogeneous databases, which we can build upon—
TSIMMIS [9], for example, makes several assumptions
suitable also for the kind of networks we discuss in this
paper—highly dynamic P2P networks building only on
local knowledge in each peer pose additional challenges
worth exploring. We will sketch our ongoing efforts for
combining P2P architectures and distributed query pro-
cessing, as well as for providing mediation and transfor-
mation capabilities in the Edutella network, as well as re-
lating them to other work.

Distributed Query Processing. Currently, data pro-
cessing in P2P networks works as follows: The P2P net-
work is queried for information satisfying some given
conditions, and this query is routed to the peers which can
answer it. When the possibly large number of results from
distinct data sources is returned to the client peer, further
query processing takes place centrally at the client. On the
other side, data integration systems such as ObjectGlobe
[5] distribute query plans to the distributed hosts as much
as possible and thus are able to place operators close to
the data sources. To generate the query plans, however,
these systems need to know where all data are located.

The naive and straightforward way to combine both ap-
proaches is to first use P2P capabilities to find out where
data is stored, and then use this information to generate a
distributed query plan at the client. This query plan be-
comes instantiated and executed on different hosts. In
[7] we explore the interleaving of P2P techniques and
query processing instead, by pushing abstract query plans
through the super-peer-based network, where each super-
peer picks and expands those parts of the query plan that
can be executed locally. The decision which operations
can be executed locally is guided by SP/SP and SP/P in-
dices. This leads to a dynamic on the fly distribution and
expansion of query plans. This approach enables us to
place operators next to data sources and utilize distributed



computing resources more effectively.
The expansion of these abstract query plans can be

based on different strategies, related to the quality of clus-
tering in the P2P network. If the data are clustered well
with respect to the queries, it is most efficient to push
joins in the query as near as possible to the data sources,
and then take the union of the results for these joins. If
the clustering does not reflect the partitions needed by the
query, it is more beneficial to gather the data and do the
joins on these data on a central super-peer (see also [19]).

Mediation. In contrast to typical file-sharing systems
which assume a single global schema for describing their
data, Edutella and other schema-based P2P networks [21],
[1], [2], [17] have to consider the use of different hetero-
geneous schemas in the network. As already observed in
these papers, instead of using global schemas and corre-
spondences we have to rely on local transformation mech-
anisms and rules.

In the context of the Edutella project, we have so far ex-
plored two lines of research based on two different kinds
of mediation peers as part of the Edutella network. Work
we have done so far in this context was based on explicit
mediation peers as well as rule-based mediation facilities
in all super-peers. Extending (restricted) mediation ca-
pabilities to all peers such as proposed in [2] and [1] is
another promising avenue of research.

Mediation built on AMOS-II. The first line of research
builds upon the mediator system AMOS-II [29], which
has been used for wrapping many kinds of sources, in-
cluding XML and web search engines. It recently has
been extended to work as a mediator and search en-
gine for Semantic Web metadata, able to query any RDF
and RDFS based meta data on the web [28]. This
PSELO mediator engine can also act as a query provider
to Edutella, general Edutella queries can be sent to the
PSELO Edutella provider for evaluation. Currently only
RDF and RDFS sources are allowed. The next step is
to also allow mediation with relational database sources.
This will allow us to process queries that combine web-
based educational material with material stored in regular
relational databases.

Mediation built on TRIPLE. As has been pointed out in
[8], defining views appears to be the right means for me-
diation, especially in case of schemas or ontologies mod-
eled with the help of description logics. Since on the
Semantic Web current approaches for schema/ontology
languages build on description logics, e.g., DAML+OIL
and its W3C successor OWL [11, 34], a powerful rule
language with the capability to define views seems to
be a promising candidate for mediation. Especially rel-
evant in our Edutella TRIPLE peer is its capability to
define parameterized views which add the flexibility to
define multi-step mappings (by nesting/sequencing such

views). This peer (currently being developed as part of the
ELENA project5) allows advanced querying, inferencing
and mediation, and also provides reasoning services to be
used in ELENA for providing personalization in the con-
text of a smart learning space. It can also be used to ex-
press query correspondence assertions and model corre-
spondences as flexible mechanisms to express mappings
between heterogeneous schemas as discussed in [21].

3 Conclusion
Schema-based P2P networks and P2P based data man-

agement infrastructures build upon traditional P2P net-
works and distributed / heterogeneous database research,
while posing new challenges as well as additional func-
tionalities. This paper has explored some of the design is-
sues relevant for these new schema-based P2P networks,
based on the work we have done in the context of the
Edutella project as well as on related work.
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